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Super Bowl Advertising Through A System 1 Lens
As Super Bowl 55 approaches, it’s a welcome relief for many of us to look forward to the rituals of the 
big game. Besides our role as spectators, many in the advertising industry are watching for the ads – 
which ones will stand out and be declared the ‘winners’, and which will be widely panned, and which 
will simply not get noticed?

READ ARTICLE HERE

Here’s What $5mm and a Super Bowl Ad Will Get You
If time is money, then a Super Bowl ad is … crazy expensive. This year’s spots will set advertisers back 
a record $5 million for around 30 seconds of air time, which works out to over $165,000 per second of 
play. What is it that keeps so many advertisers coming back for more year after year, even as the holes 
in their pockets grow larger? What exactly is the payout when you’re spending $5MM?
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Few Automotive Brands Win With Their Super Bowl Buy

For Super Bowl Advertisers, Loud Bark Doesn’t Equal Big Bite

The most noteworthy trend in Super Bowl advertising is the sharp decline in automobile brands that 
have bought airtime for the 2015 game, with five recent advertisers dropping out.

It’s likely that much of the reason for the decline is that less than one in five auto advertisers succeed 
in building purchase interest as a result of their Super Bowl appearance. As marketing decisions are 
driven more than ever by the numbers – and new marketing analysis tools are providing more reliable 
data – the allure of participating in such a high profile event is fading fast for advertisers that don’t see 
a solid ROI from the buy.

Small dogs can bark, and that certainly holds true for Super Bowl advertisers. Our research suggests 
that 80% of ads fail to produce meaningful impact among consumers, though small and “underdog” 
brands often beat those odds. Especially those brands offering something really new.
The big dogs have a far higher chance of success when they have something new to promote – a  new 
model of car, a new flavor of chips or soda.
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Going Long (In Commercials) Doesn’t Necessarily Score Points 

Do Likeable Super Bowl Ads Really Sell Better?

Given the hefty cost of Super Bowl spots, why do so many advertisers decide to double their 
expense – or in the case of the four in 2013 who chose to air two-minute commercials, quadruple 
their expenditure? Is it a worthwhile investment or a creative indulgence? To help shed light on the 
wisdom of buying long-form Super Bowl spots, we compared the performance of the 2013 long-form 
commercials to the performance of the traditional :30’s.

In the popularity contest that characterizes most of the Super Bowl ad rankings, the executions that 
are the most well-liked generally come out on top. Fair enough.

It stands to reason that well-liked ads will be more engaging, and Communicus findings from years of 
Super Bowl studies bear this out. And, creating an execution that is likeable could conceivably improve 
the chances that consumers remember the brand that’s being advertised. But, what about the real 
payoff – do likeable commercials sell better? Here is where it gets interesting.
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